Spontaneous photocurrent, termed shift current, can flow in noncentrosymmetric bulk crystals due to topological nature of constituting electronic bands. The shift current with less-dissipative character may have remarkable advantages over the conventional drift photocurrent driven by built-in potential or external electric field. We revisit the generation and transport of shift current in a prototypical ferroelectric semiconductor SbSI near its band gap energy. It is revealed that the switchable shift current is steadily generated by photoexcitation down to low temperature, appears over a distance of millimeter range in a highly insulating bulk without noticeable decay, and largely exceeds polarization charge in the sample, reflecting its Berry phase origin. PACS numbers: 72.40.+w, 78.47.jh, 03.65.Vf 1 There has been a renewed interest in the shift current, one of the bulk photovoltaic phenomena in noncentrosymmetric media with above-band-gap excitation, especially after the discovery of its Berry phase contributions. Following consecutive theoretical and experimental efforts [1][2][3][4] [5] , it is nowadays possible to predict the shift current spectra from first-principles calculations 6 . In contrast to the conventional drift photocurrent under the electric field, the photoexcited carriers coherently shift in real space due to the difference in the Berry connection between valence and conduction bands. The transport of shift current is in principle related to the coherence of wave functions 7 , having a potential to realize less-dissipative energy flow.
its photo-induced properties, i.e., photoferroelectric effects including changes in the Ps, T C , band gap, charging of trap states, photostriction, photorefractive properties, etc. 16, 17 , which are followed by recent interests for solar cell applications [18] [19] [20] [21] . In these ferroelectric semiconductors, V OC can exceed 10 3 V upon photoexcitation 17 . It is noted that SbSI can have a Rashba-type spin splitting to show circular photogalvanic effects 22 , whose sign can be reversed by the orientation of Ps 23 .
Single respectively, under illumination, illustrating the poling-dependent zero-bias photocurrent and near-linear transport properties at this temperature. The V OC rapidly grows toward low temperature (not shown) in accord with the sample resistance, as observed in many photovoltaic ferroelectrics 17 . We adopt E(ω)//c excitation, i.e., the light polarization is parallel to the spontaneous polarization Ps, in the following.
SbSI is known to have many defect levels, which make a tail of the photocurrent spectrum in the band gap [ Fig. 1(c) ] 26 . Therefore a care should be taken when evaluating its photoeffects. Figure 2 illustrates the time-trace of the photocurrent. For cw illumination (at 1.95 eV), the zero-bias photocurrent shows a transient with a decay time of ∼30 seconds, followed by a slow relaxation lasting over 400 minutes [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Thus the data in Fig. 1 are inevitably taken in this transient/relaxation regime. In contrast, with pulsed excitation (at 2.05 eV) the zero-bias photocurrent indicates no characteristic relaxation as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In both cases, the integrated charges largely exceed the Ps (stored charge by poling), confirming that the observed zero-bias current is not from pyroelectric discharge, but from an anomalous photovoltaic effect in ferroelectric media. Note that the penetration depth is evaluated to be 9 µm and 4 µm at 1.95 eV and 2.05 eV, respectively. The difference between cw and pulse excitation appears due to several reasons; for the cw case, some of the carriers will be trapped by defect levels, and also accumulate near the electrodes with Schottky-like barriers, which leads to a modification in the potential distribution inhibiting further charge transport. In contrast, pulsed photocurrent can go through these barriers by capacitive coupling, i.e., the capacitors formed at the electrodes are transparent to the pulsed current. The efficiency of photocurrent generation is evaluated to be 10 One might think that the zero-bias photocurrent in Fig 3(c) is just a drift photocurrent driven by uncompensated internal electric fields. However, in that case, the photocurrent would decrease much faster at the location away from the positive electrode, similarly to that in Fig. 3(b) . The asymmetric spatial distribution in the zero-bias photocurrent can be ascribed to the possible habit of individual sample crystals, as reported previously 30 .
It is also found that the photo-Hall effect, transverse photocurrent as a function of applied magnetic field, is absent in our samples (Fig 3(e) ). For this measurement, two additional electrodes were attached near the center of the sample, and an external magnetic field was applied normal to the surface. The incident laser was linearly-polarized along the c-axis and focused between the electrodes, for which the photocurrent is expected to appear only along the c-axis due to the C 2v symmetry. The small but finite Hall-current, independent of the external magnetic field, can be ascribed to the slight asymmetry in these transverse electrodes.
The absence of the photo-Hall effect and the prefect reversal of photocurrent upon opposite poling support that the ballistic photocurrent 17,31 is not relevant in our observation. Note that the spatial-oscillation of the photocurrent due to the optical birefringence 2 , which may cancel the photo-Hall current, can be ruled out, since we illuminate the sample along one of the crystallographic axes and with the light polarization exactly along the c-axis (E(ω)//c). It is interesting that if we integrate the photocurrent in the time-trace, this anomaly becomes mostly invisible [ Fig. 4(c) ]. The nearly constant charge yield down to low temperature as observed in this figure, which is distinct from that of the cw excitation shown in Fig. 1(d) , supports our understanding that the shift current is insensitive to the sample resistivity and barrier formation near the electrodes. Thus the intrinsic shift current properties can be revealed by using pulsed optical excitation. The shift current is also insensitive to external bias voltage 9 as exemplified in Fig. 4(d) . Note that the relaxation profiles of photocurrent Fig. 1(d) ] indicates a finite contribution of thermo-and photo-stimulated carrier emission from trap states 17 , which would also appear in the pulsed photocurrent. However, if these carriers were driven by the internal electric field, their response would be much slower. Moreover, the cw and pulsed laser excitation would show nearly the same temperature dependence, which is not the case here [compare Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 4(c) ]. In reality, a similar anomaly in the photon energy dependence can be found in the photostriction of SbSI, where the coefficient of strain changes its sign just around the band gap 25 . This sign reversal has been discussed to be due to the competition among the photoinduced change in the Ps, screening by the photocarrier, and modification of domain structures 27, 32 . The latter, macroscopic rearrangement of domains would, however, be much slower than the time-scale of pulsed photocurrent. The temperature-independent charge yield [ Fig. 4(c) ] implies the absence of additional photocurrent sources, such as shift current from other bands or from defect states. Therefore we propose that the fast and reversed photocurrent appears in The above observations indicate that intrinsic characters of shift photocurrent can be unveiled by comparing the carrier dynamics under cw and pulsed excitation. It is revealed that the shift current appears at any location in the single crystal, appears at the electrodes over a distance of millimeter range in a highly insulating bulk without noticeable decay, and persists down to low temperature for the case of pulsed excitation. The accumulated shift current largely exceeds the polarization charge, and is not affected by other photoeffects.
The fast, dissipation-less, and long-range propagation of shift current points to the novel aspects of the shift current coming from its topological origin, thus providing an important arena of the photonic functions to be explored in materials with broken inversion symmetry. 
